
Regulation of cellular heterogeneity by uneven molecular
partitioning during the CD8 TNcell immune response
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Cell popula�on with heterogeneous phenotypes
LScreenshot from so�ware CompuCellPD [4]2;
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The different phases of an 8autonomous8 CD8 T+cell immune response;

We designed a hybrid multiscale model of the CD8 T.cell immune
response in which cells are modeled as agents on a [D grid and can
interact together, In the meantimep a system of differential equationsp
embedded in each cellp continuously describes the production and
degradation of key proteinsp defining the molecular profile and then the
phenotype of the cell, We extended previous models [xp[] to allow cells to
differentiate into memory cells in order to model a complete response,
With the help of an impulsive differential equation bIDE8p we studied the
putative effect of uneven partitioning of molecular content at cell division
upon cellular heterogeneity,

Branched CD8 T+cell differen�a�on scheme

Study of an IDE [4]

Multiscale modeling of
the CD8 immune response [5]

Simplified molecular signalling pathway of a
CD8 T+cell ac�vated by an�gen presen�ng cell;

Cellular scale
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Intracellular concentra�ons

ILM secre�on and diffusion

Concentra�on of Tbet Lred2F Eomes Lblue2 and Caspases Lbrown2 at different
�me points in all T+cellsF arranged in ascending Tbet concentra�on order;

A dicrete population of CD8 T.cells and APC is
modeled with an agent.based model, Cells can
movep interactp divide and die,
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Molecular concentrations in each CD8 T.cell
as well as IL[ spatial diffusion are modeled
by a system of differential equations,

Differentiation scheme
based on thresholds

Frac�on of each phenotype among the CD8 T+cell popula�on;
LnaiveEpre+ac�vated; ac�vatedEeffector; memory;2

Full lines : in silico; transparent lines with squares: in vivo

CD8 T+cell popula�on size in silico and in vivo

+ Mul�scale model: [1] Prokopiou et al. LMqzk2F Computa�on; [2] Gao et al. LMqzG2F BMC
Systems Biology; [3] Girel et al. LMqz82F submi�ed in Fron�ers in Immunology.
+ CompucellPD so�ware: [4] Swat et al. LMqzM2FMethods in Cell Biology.
+ Impulsive equa�on study: [5] Girel and Crauste LMqz82F Journal of Mathema�cal Biology.

APC: Antigen Presenting Cell

Antigen


